Introduction

21
Many atmospheric phenomena important for the low-frequency variability (periods longer 22 than 10 days) are characterized by planetary spatial scales, i.e., scales of the order of the 23 earth's radius ≈ 6 × 10 3 km. Such phenomena are the orographically and thermally induced
Here we give a brief summary of the treatment of the governing equations for a compress-
118
ible fluid with spherical geometry in the asymptotic framework (for the complete discussion
119
we refer to DK). First, we nondimensionalize the equations by using as reference quantities: 
where a * ≈ 6 × 10 3 km is the earth's radius and Ω ≈ 7 × 10 −5 s −1 the earth's rotation of ε to the one in (1), is that ε equals the Rossby number for the synoptic scales (see Fig. 2 for the synoptic length scaling). Introducing the distinguished limit, the nondimensional Rρ cos φ ∂p ∂λ
ρθ =p
where λ, φ and z stay for longitude, latitude and altitude. The nondimensional variables 
where R = a + ε 3 z (a order one constant). We want to stress that the reference quantities found in DK, the validity range of the two-scale Planetary Regime is sketched in Fig. 2 .
159
We assume that each dependent variable from (2) -(7) can be represented as an asymp-
160
totic series in terms of ε 161 U(λ, φ, z, t; ε) = ∞ i=0 ε i U (i) (λ P , φ P , λ S , φ S , z, t P , t S ) ,
where U = (u, v, w, θ, ρ, π). Note that the time and horizontal spatial coordinates of the 162 individual terms in the series resolve both the planetary and synoptic scales. In order to guarantee a well defined asymptotic expansion (9), we have to require that U (i) 165 grows slower than linearly in any of the synoptic coordinates. This requirement is known 166 as the sublinear growth condition. Suppose, X S denotes one of the synoptic coordinates 167 λ S , φ S , t S and X P the corresponding planetary coordinate λ P , φ P or t P . Since we have 168 X S = X P /ε, we can formulate the sublinear growth condition for the coordinate X S as
where all coordinates except X S are held fixed with respect to ε in the limit process. An immediate consequence from the last constraint is the disappearing of averages over X S of 171 terms, which can be represented as derivatives with respect to X S . In particular we have
Here the averaging operator () X S is defined as 173
where L S is some characteristic averaging scale for the coordinate X S . Eq. (11) implies 174 that in the asymptotic analyses the synoptic scale divergence of a flux has no effect on the 
187
Thus the expansion for the potential temperature takes the form
Next, we proceed with the asymptotic derivation of the reduced equations. From here on we use the following notation
where u = e λ u + e φ v and e λ , e φ , e r denote the unit vectors in spherical coordinates. Note
195
that we do not need to make the traditional β-plane approximation for the Coriolis parameter 196 f , since its full variations are resolved by the planetary scale coordinate φ P .
197
2) Key steps of the expansion
198
We substitute the ansatz (9) in the governing equations (2) -(7) and collect terms of be expressed as
where
212
(ii) Horizontal momentum balance
213
The leading order horizontal pressure variations on the planetary scale are described by 214 π (2) , consistent with the assumption (13) on Θ (2) . Further, the leading order synoptic scale 215 horizontal pressure fluctuations are assumed an order of ε smaller and are modeled by π (3) .
216
If we allow for a dependence of π (2) on the synoptic scales, the horizontal pressure gradient 
The evolution of the velocity field u (0) on the synoptic time scale appears in the next order
As in the case of the single scale PR from DK we proceed in the asymptotic expansion up
u .
Comparing the last equation with the corresponding equation from DK, we note the addi-
232
tional terms due to the synoptic scale variations, e.g., the synoptic scale tendency of u
234
(iii) Continuity equation
235
The leading three orders in the mass conservation expansion give
Here the synoptic scale divergence of u (1) (interpreted in the classical QG theory as the 
(iv) Potential temperature equation
242
From the expansion of the potential temperature equation we have In this section we proceed with a derivation of a vorticity equation for the two scale model.
250
Applying − 1 a cos φ P ∂ ∂φ S cos φ P to the e λ -component of (24) and
to the e φ -component 251 of (24), we obtain
With the help of (22) we can write for the planetary scale divergence of u
Thus, the two scale vorticity equation reads 
where the averaging operator () S denotes averaging over the synoptic spatial and temporal 264 scales. Consequently, we can write for the leading order horizontal wind
but the planetary scale wind field u (0) P of the planetary scales only and we have
The complete derivation of the two scale PR model is presented in appendix A and B. 
271
The model presented here relies on the assumption that the variations of the background 272 stratification are comparable in magnitude with those adopted in the classical QG theory.
273
The model equations are summarized below, for convenience of notation the superscripts 274 indicating asymptotic expansion orders are dropped.
275
1) Planetary scale model
The underlined terms, discussed below in details, describe planetary-synoptic interactions 278 and we have used the notation
Equations (40)- (43) Equations (40) and (43) symmetric. This is in accordance with the observational evidence that leading modes of 301 atmospheric variability, i.e., the NAM and SAM, are zonally symmetric and barotropic.
302
Thus, (41) has the potential to describe the dynamics of zonally symmetric low-frequency 303 modes.
304
The two underlined terms in (44) 
313
We speculate that this results from the fact that the latter author starts his asymptotic 314 analysis from the equivalent barotropic vorticity equation, which itself is derived under the 315 quasi-geostrophic scaling. We observe further, that the model for the synoptic dynamics (44) 316 reduces to the model of Pedlosky (1984) , if we set ρ 0 to one and consider plane geometry.
317
It is important to note that from the equations describing the planetary scale dynamics 
where ζ denotes the relative vorticity, f the planetary vorticity, u the horizontal velocity 360 vector, ω the vertical velocity and R the residuum due to errors in the interpolation of the 361 fields from σ to pressure levels (the PUMA model equations use a σ-vertical coordinate).
362
Further, we have the friction relaxation time scale τ f and the hyperdiffusion coefficient K.
363
All model variables are nondimensionalized using Ω and a * .
364
We performed simulations with realistic orography as well as with an aquaplanet as lower 365 boundary condition. The model was run at a T21 horizontal resolution, with 10 vertical σ-366 levels and with a time step of 30 min. For the analysis an output over 11 years with 12 h 367 time increment was used, the first one year is ignored so as to not mis-interpret any spin up 368 effects. We used the default value of 70 K for the equator to pole temperature difference in 369 the restoration temperature profile and the seasonal cycle in the model was switched off.
370
The inspection of the orography run shows that PUMA is able to produce key features Asia, but it shifts the trough over Canada to Greenland. The weak trough over Western
378
Asia is absent in the model but a weak minimum over the Aleutian islands is visible. In the 379 real atmosphere the depression over these islands is confined to the lower troposphere only.
380
An explanation of these discrepancies can be the absence of land-sea thermal forcing in the 
Here all frictional source terms are dropped, since we analyse PUMA simulations at vertical and βv there is a hint of an isolated maximum at k=1,2 and frequency close to zero.
398
This maximum results from quasi-stationary Rossby waves forced by orography, because it 399 is absent in the aquaplanet simulation.
400
In order to compare the magnitude of different terms in the vorticity balance on the 401 synoptic scale, we computed the cumulative spectral density (sum over spectral density Second, if we add these terms together (see Table 2 and the plots for f ∇ · u in Fig. 3, 4) , the 
Note, that an effect due to synoptic eddy fluxes first appears in the next asymptotic order, roughly one total wavenumber to the left and reduces the standard deviation at higher n.
462
However, for lower wavenumbers nearly no changes are observed compared to the unfiltered 463 data, indicating that the large-scale spatial modes are dominated by long-period variations. behavior: it decreases at the beginning until it saturates around some low, constant value.
472
The saturation is reached around n = 5 and n = 6 for the 200 and 500 hPa pressure level, is smooth.
478
The bottom plots in Fig. 6 show, that the application of a low-pass filter to the data 
508
Equations (40) and (44) he considered the case when the ratio between the two small parameters is of the order one.
513
Expressing in terms of ε Pedlosky's expansion parameters for our setup, it can be shown that 514 their ratio is again one, which means that we have considered the same distinguished limit.
515
The analysis of Pedlosky starts from the incompressible equations on a plane, here we study 
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PV formulation of the two scale model
602
Using (33) and the continuity equation (26), (30) can be expressed as
Eliminating the vertical velocity with the help of (29), we have
where we have denoted all source terms due to diabatic and frictional effects with S pv . In achieved by applying the sublinear growth condition (see also Pedlosky (1984) ).
610
Equation (A2) can be rewritten, with the terms depending on the planetary scales only 611 appearing on the right hand side, as
In eq.(A3) S ∂Θ ∂z represents the synoptic scale average of S pv and S q the deviations from this 614 average. The advection terms on the rhs of (A3) can be written as the divergence of a flux
The lhs of (A5) vanishes after averaging the equation over the synoptic scales and applying 616 the sublinear growth condition, but the rhs remains unchanged (since it does not depend on 617 the synoptic scales). Thus both sides of (A5) have to vanish independently and we obtain 618 from the lhs
The rhs of (A5) can be simplified further (see Dolaptchiev (2009) for the complete derivation)
where w 
O(ε 4 ) :
We average vertically (B1), apply vanishing vertical velocity at the bottom and at the top 
Consequently, the barotropic component of the pressure p (2) is zonally symmetric
(ii) Potential temperature equation
637
Averaging over the potential temperature equation (29) and rewriting it in conservation 638 form with the help of (B1), we have
The equation for the e λ -component of (25) is written with (26) in conservation form,
641
after averaging the result over the synoptic scales we have
Here we have used the sublinear growth condition (11) and the fact that We average the momentum eq. (B7), the temperature eq. (B6) and the continuity eq.
646
(B3) over z and λ P to obtain
Here the overbar denotes an average over the synoptic scales, λ P and z; Table 2 . Cumulative power spectral density for various terms in the vorticity equation (48) and at three different pressure levels. Shown is the sum over power density for zonal wavenumbers 4 ≤ k ≤ 8 and periods 7 d ≤ T ≤ 10 d at 50 N in units of Ω 4 . The following abbrevation is used: F f r for the Rayleigh friction and hyperdiffusion terms ; low-pass filtered data (periods ≥ 10 d, see Blackmon (1976) for filter details).
779
The standard deviation of a term V for some n is given by Σ n (V ) = 
